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Abstract
This article addresses major information systems integration problems,
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solutions. A real-world case study is described and analyzed; then, we delve into
its design and implementation, to finally disclose ten measures that empirically
help estimating the amount of effort involved in the development of integration
solutions.
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I N T RO DU CT ION

The field of Software Engineering is involved in a paradigm shift that has important consequences on how software
engineers devise and evolve systems. The discipline1 of Model-Driven Engineering is central to this change, once it
promotes models as though first-class citizens, in every stage of the software development process. Models are abstractions that allow software engineers to focus on relevant aspects of a software system and to ignore its irrelevant details.
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This discipline is based on raising the level of abstraction of the overall development process; the goal is to formalize systems as collections of reusable models, to separate business logic descriptions from a particular platform implementation,
and to automate the implementation stage.2-6
The Model-Driven Architecture approach focuses on applying Model-Driven Engineering to the design and implementation stages of the software development process. It promotes modeling a software system as a collection of
interrelated models at different levels of abstraction. A model can be used as the source to produce other models at the
same level or at different levels of abstraction.7 In the first case, resulting models are typically refactorizations, whose
goal is to increase the quality of original models (like for instance, their maintainability or their efficiency), while in
the latter they are typically refinements or generalizations, whose goal is to introduce or remove technology-specific
details.
In the Model-Driven Architecture, two kinds of models are frequently used, namely: platform-independent models
and platform-specific models. The former describes systems as collections of operations, structures, and behaviors,8 which
provides a very high level of abstraction. Databases, communication channels, software patterns, component interfaces, or
data structures are captured at this level, although models are not bound to any technology in particular, which facilitates
the creation of different platform-specific models.9,10 The second set of models describe systems at the lowest level of
abstraction. That is, they are bound to particular implementation technologies, such as a vendor specific database (e.g.,
Oracle, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, and so forth), a communication protocol (e.g., HTTP, IIOP, RMI, and so forth), or an
application framework (e.g., Java EE, .NET, and so forth). Therefore, operations, structure, and behavior of models must
include details on how they can be implemented by employing the chosen technologies.
In recent years, domain-specific languages (DSL) are becoming increasingly popular in the software industry. Many
authors argue that DSLs can bring important advantages over general-purpose languages. To name a few, they help raise
the level of abstraction by providing language constructs that are very close to the problem domain; they are smaller and
easier for software engineers to learn and use; they are more expressive; they increase productivity and quality, while
reducing maintenance efforts.11-16
Enterprise application integration (EAI) is related to the development of integration solutions, which aim at helping independently designed applications collaborate to support new business processes. A typical integration solution
may integrate the online sales system along with the on-premises inventory and accounting systems. Camel,17 Spring
Integration,18 and Mule19 shine amongst the state-of-the-art technologies available for software engineers to design and
implement integration solutions. They got inspiration from the catalogue of integration patterns of Hohpe and Woolf,20
which has been adopted by the integration community as a cookbook.
The integration community has been working hard to shift such technologies from a code-centric to a model-centric
development approach. Thus, these technologies have been endowed with modeling languages in the last years. However,
the resulting models are tightly coupled to the underlying integration platform.
According to a recent report by Gartner,21 technology has evolved very fast. Not only integration platforms are frequently updated, but also new ones are expected to be launched in the short-term. Furthermore, the number of players in
the market will grow considerably and the tendency is the reengineering of integration platforms to provide them cloud
services.22 In this scenario, the usage of integration technologies focused on platform-specific models to devise application
integration solutions shall mean higher migration costs.
A platform-independent, DSL based on integration patterns is necessary to enable the design of platform-independent
models. Such a language would have a positive impact on a model-centric development approach, and on the design
of models that minimize costs for platform migration and platform independence, something achieved through the
large-scale reuse that those kind of models provide. Model-Driven Engineering provides transformations that can be used
to automate the software development process by translating models from one abstraction level to another, and by obtaining a skeleton or a complete executable system for a specific integration platform. The next generation of integration
platforms are expected to be model-centric.23
In this article, we introduce i2Factory, which is a cloud-based platform to support the design, implementation, execution, and monitoring of EAI solutions by employing Guaraná DSL.24 Together, they have proven to provide a convenient
means to design and deploy EAI solutions. A cloud-based platform is a platform that is accessed through the web
browser. The user can create, edit, compile and run the solutions through his or her browser, without installing any
i2Factory-related piece of software on his or her computer. A major feature of this proposal is that it adheres to the
principles of Model-Driven Architecture, so it makes a clear separation between platform-independent integration models and platform-dependent models into which they are transformed in order to be deployed to the cloud. The rest of
the article is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related integration platforms; Section 3 provides an overview of
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the Guaraná DSL; Section 4 provides an overview of the cloud-based platform that supports it, which is provided by a
spin-off called i2Factory, S.L.; Section 5 demonstrates how this platform can be used to model an integration solution to
a real-world integration problem; Section 6 reports on the results of our implementation; and finally, Section 7 presents
our conclusions.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the technical and scientific literature, which includes proposals developed in both: industry and
academy. i2Factory is a software tool delivered for industrial purposes. In the industry, our review was driven by the 2019
Gartner Magic Quadrant,21 which ranks the best-known providers of Enterprise Integration Platforms as Services (iPaaS)
in the market, representatives of the state-of-the-art technologies. Our review for academic proposals was conducted at
SCOPUS and DBLP databases and it aimed at identifying proposals of integration platforms which were either complete
and providing supporting tools (that allow them to be experimented), or only conceptual proposals.

2.1

Industry proposals

Gartner, Inc. is a world-wide company that provides information regarding technology and how it is used across the
world. Its reports have driven many technology and business decisions for years. The 2019 Magic Quadrant21 ranks many
providers of Enterprise Integration Platforms as Services (iPaaS) along two axes: ability to execute and completeness of
vision. The former assesses the ability of iPaaS providers to deliver platforms that fulfill the expectations of software
engineers and drive success in their projects; the latter assesses the capability of iPaaS providers to support emerging
requirements, lead the market, and grow a profitable and self-sustained business. Platforms are also classified into four
profiles, namely: niche players, visionaries, challengers, and leaders. Niche players are recent start-ups or small companies
with excellent technology and very satisfied customers. Visionaries know the specific requirements of the iPaaS market
and innovate with new market strategies. Challengers have been in the market for several years and have hundreds, if not
thousands, of clients. However, they have a limited perspective on how iPaaS market will evolve, which results in more
narrowly focused offerings when compared with their competitors. Leaders have thousands of clients, solid reputations,
notable market presence, and their platforms are well-proven and functionally rich, with regular releases in order to
quickly address emerging requirements. We shall briefly present the platforms classified as leaders by Gartner, Inc. in this
section.
Founded in 2000 in the USA, Boomi25 became part of Dell’s universe in 2010, but kept operating as an independent
business. This platform was first introduced as an iPaaS, and it was able to support integration application processes
between cloud platforms, software-as-a-service applications, and on-premise systems. Boomi offers a visual designer with
prebuilt connectors, where users build integration processes by pointing-and-clicking, dragging-and-dropping, with as
little coding as possible. Solutions are deployed into a dynamic run-time engine. It has a centralized management for all
integration solutions, no matter if they are deployed on a cloud or on-premise. Boomi provides a tool to test and watch the
process while running. It includes connectors for well-known applications such as Dropbox or Jira, as well as standard
connectors such as FTP or HTTP.
Informatica26 is a private company founded in the USA in 1993. This platform provides not only a visual designer with
a drag-and-drop web interface and self-service wizards, but also connectivity to applications on the cloud, and connectivity
to on-premise applications and databases. Informatica also provides wizards, preconfigured templates, and out-of-the-box
mappings. Developers use the design canvas to drag and drop data sources, targets, and advanced transformations. The
platform allows to manage the state of integration and business processes, whether they are synchronous, asynchronous,
long, or short-running. It includes connectors for well-known applications such as Dropbox, Google APIs, Jira, Microsoft
Sharepoint, Salesforce, and standard protocols such as FTP, ODBC, and REST.
JitterBit27 was founded in the USA in 2003. This platform provides a graphical interface which is able to reuse
existing code and business logic, point-and-click connectivity, drag-and-drop configuration, and prebuilt templates; it
also helps to endow existing applications with some artificial intelligence. Deploying a solution may be accomplished
either on the cloud, on-premise, or by using a hybrid approach. It is also possible to reuse any application or code
in JitterBit. This platform claims that its management data may be moved across applications, real-time analytics
with consolidated data, real-time monitoring with alerts, and team permissions. It includes connectors for well-known
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applications, such as Dropbox, Gmail, Jira, Microsoft SQL Server, as well as standard protocols such as FTP, HTTP,
and ODBC.
Microsoft28 was founded in 1975 in the USA. With its Azure Logic Apps, it joined the enterprise iPaaS market in
2016. Nowadays its main offering is Azure integration services, consisting on four components: Azure API Management,
Azure Logic Apps, Azure Service Bus, and Azure Event Grid. These cloud services may be used to integrate cloud and
on-premises applications, sometimes combined with other cloud technologies. Azure Logic Apps provides hundreds of
connectors, from cloud applications such as Office 365 or Salesforce CRM to on-premises technologies such as Sharepoint
or SAP or even standard protocols such as FTP or SMTP. A few reference customers identified some improvement needs,
especially in data transformation and mapping, EDI support, life cycle management of integration artifacts, automated
testing, and metadata discovery.
Mulesoft29 was founded back in 2006 in the USA. This platform is an open-source proposal that combines cloud-hosted
and on-premise integration. Mulesoft enables integration of software as a service and on-premise applications, as well as
API management. A repository for connectors, templates, and APIs is available and might be enriched by users. Mulesoft
includes connectors for well-known applications such as Dropbox, Jira, Microsoft Sharepoint, or Salesforce, and standard
protocols such as FTP, HTTP, or JDBC.
Oracle was founded in the USA in 1977, and it provides an iPaaS.30 Solutions are developed by point-and-click in a
browser-based visual designer editor that allows to publish APIs, which can be externally consumed. Users have access
to connectors from all Oracle SaaS applications, native SaaS adaptors to integrate with other cloud applications, and
integration with on-premise applications. It is possible to monitor transactions and key performance indicators; one can
also detect errors and diagnose them. Customers have access to prebuilt integrations that can be used as-is or customized,
and also to a Cloud Marketplace where prebuilt adapters and integrations are traded. Developers have access to a set of
connectors to well-known applications, including GMail, Microsoft SQL Server, or SAP R3, and standard protocols such
as FTP, JDBC, or REST.
Snaplogic31 was founded back in 2006 in the United States. Its platform provides a web-based user interface and
a set of adapters, integration flows, and another set of patterns to be used by integrators via drag-and-drop. It integrates applications or data on the cloud, on-premise, or by using hybrid approaches. Snaplogic guarantees data requests
delivery by automatically monitoring them, to ensure data delivery as well as compliance with service level agreements, company policies, and regulatory requirements. Centralized object level, granular security, and permissions enable
integration to be extended to customers’ organizations. This platform includes connectors to ERP, CRM, identity management, on-line storage, relational, columnar and key-value databases, as well as standard protocols such as FTP, REST,
or OAuth.
Workato32 was founded in the USA in 2013. 100% Cloud Native platform, it allows to create and operate integrations
from any device or browser. Being an early adopter of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and chatbot technology, it supports more common scenarios such as data integration or API management, and more advanced ones such
as chatbot-enabled human tasks or Robotic Process Automation. It also supports on-premise-centric use despite being a
cloud platform. However, such solutions may become problematic in extremely low-latency requirements scenarios in
which data must be processed in a customer’s environment. Workato provides users with thousands of prebuilt “recipes”
(solutions ready to run, easily customizable according to Workato itself). It also includes connectors (“apps”) to standard
protocols such as HTTP, FTP, XML parser and also to well-known applications such as SQL Server, My SQL, Google Drive,
or Trello.
Table 1 presents a comparison on industry integration platforms according to their main features, and from developers’
point of view: (1) Development and deployment on the Cloud or On-Premise; (2) Debugging features at the integration
solution abstraction level; (3) Availability of predefined integration templates to foster the development of integration
solutions; (4) Support for Offline or online/Cloud development environment; (5) Real-time monitoring support covering
the integration solution and the inflow and outflow rates from tasks, and resources consumption; (6) Team work support
features such as users and their profile management, as well as access control; (7) Independent DSL Platform, which
allows DSL integration solutions specification to be implemented in more than one EAI development environment. We
use n.a. if the integration proposal has no documentation available for that feature.
When comparing the vendor-lock property of all integration platforms, we got to the conclusion that all of them are
vendor-lock, despite the fact that some of them export the solution integration specification in formats such as XML
documents. As XML integration solutions use vendor specific (DSL) tasks, patterns, syntax and semantics, and there are
no explicit/documented mappings for conversions between those specifications, we assume all platforms are vendor-lock
in practice.
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T A B L E 1 Industry integration platforms

Platforms

Cloud (C)
On-Premise
(O) Hybrid (H)

Graphical
native debug

Predefined
templates

IDE type

Real-time
monitoring
support

Collaborative work
support and team
management

DSL
platform
independent

Boomi

COH

No

Yes

on-line/off-line

Full

Yes

No

Informatica

C

n.a.

Yes

on-line/off-line

Full

n.a.

No

JitterBit

COH

No

Yes

on-line/off-line

Basic

Yes

No

Microsoft

COH

No

n.a.

off-line

Full

n.a.

No

Mulesoft

COH

No

Yes

on-line/off-line

Full

n.a.

No

Oracle

COH

No

Yes

on-line/off-line

Basic

n.a.

No

Snaplogic

C

n.a.

No

on-line

Full

n.a.

No

Workato

C

n.a.

Yes

on-line

Full

Yes

No

i2Factory

C

Yes

Yes

on-line

Full

Yes

Yes

Abbreviation: DSL, domain-specific language.

2.2

Academic proposals

For academic proposal research we used SCOPUS and DBLP databases. We employed the search string “(integration
frameworks OR system integration OR integration tool) AND (application integration),” for articles published between
2010 and 2019, written in English, in the subject areas of Computer Science and Engineering. The search returned 108
unique results through a diverse range of journals and conferences. Next, we carefully reviewed all titles and abstracts
from those 108 articles and we discarded the unrelated ones. Unrelated proposals represent articles that include at least
one of the keywords from the search string, but are not related with EAI. At the end, 15 articles were left and then grouped
by year, as shown in Table 2.
Asunción et al.33 worked on a proposal to increase flexibility and to develop integration solutions based on service
mediation. Their proposal was inspired by the Model-Driven Engineering and attempts to separate business rules from
business processes supported by integration solutions. Although the authors show an application of their proposal in a
specific scenario, it is just a conceptual model for a service integration framework. Marhaim et al.34 proposed a method
and a visual tool targeted for software designers to build integration solutions. In this proposal, integration is realized at
the user interface layer, by using techniques to navigate and extract information from source applications and by filling
out target applications. Li et al.35 introduced an open-source integration platform that was based on the orchestration of
services, which performed application integration while targeting networked companies. The proposed platform manages

T A B L E 2 Articles found in the scientific literature
review

Year

Articles found

Articles selected

Reference

2010

22

3

33, 33-35

2011

19

0

–

2012

15

1

36, 36

2013

18

0

–

2014

7

1

37, 37

2015

10

5

38-42

2016

6

2

43,44

2017

6

0

–

2018

2

1

45

2019

3

2

46,47

108

15
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a set of services known only through unique identifications and is able to decouple services from the platform. In this
approach, integration solutions are described by means of orchestration processes, which are designed through a graphical
modeling tool and run on an independent Java-based run-time system. The authors also demonstrate their proposal by
two cases applied in the industry.
Kovanovic and Djuric’s36 proposal focused on tool support to design platform-independent integration solutions. They
argue that the key to evolve in the support for application integration is to provide abstract languages, which in turn
support well-known integration patterns in the EAI community. Highway is their internal DSL, built on top of the programming language Clojure, to enable the usage of functional programming in the context of application integration.
This language is accompanied by an application framework which builds integration solutions. Pinho et al.37 proposed an
extensible integration platform focusing on the integration of cloud services to be used in web applications. The authors
claim that one of the main features of their proposal is that it implements access control policies and mechanisms for sharing and delegating resources. In their platform, the resulting integration solution is deployed as a cloud service, which
can also be managed and integrated with other services by their platform.
Kern et al.38 targeted the challenges of application integration by proposing an integration framework built on top
of the model-driven development paradigm. They claim that building an integration solution is a time consuming,
costly, and error-prone task, so that a structured and automated way to build the solutions is required. Their integration
framework includes a declarative mapping language with a graphical notation that allows transformations between data
schema. Reuse of integration knowledge is also targeted by their framework, which maps already developed integration
solutions in a transparent way, so that they can be used in new projects. Balko and Barros39 discussed how the adoption
of in-memory databases have impacted traditional integration platforms. They propose a new integration framework that
aims at connecting applications by means of a shared in-memory database. It includes a run-time system and a compiler
infrastructure, which maps business process definitions into native artifacts located on the in-memory database. According to them, running in-memory integration solutions not only helps to improve performance, but also allows to reuse
fundamental features such as transaction concurrency control, failover, persistence, backup, and recovery. Zheng et al.40
proposed a domain-specific integration framework focusing on health-care, targeting the integration of clinical information systems and clinical decision support applications. The authors validate their proposal in a real-world clinical
environment.
Integration of globally distributed applications is picked out by Hanson et al..41 In their article, they introduce P2PIE,
an integration platform to design and implement point-to-point integration solutions. P2PIE relies on the messaging
integration style, which also allows for keeping a central control and configuration environment for managing and monitoring features, despite the point-to-point connection from integrated applications. The authors report the use of their
platform for more than 6 years in the industry, by demonstrating how it outperforms other well-known commercial
integration platforms. Wei42 combines service oriented architecture (SOA) and web service technology to improve information sharing and business adaptability. He assumes every application in the software ecosystem provides a web service
communication layer to be accessed; also, that it works on the transformation and adaptation of information that must
be shared amongst applications. The author introduces an integration platform that relies on messaging integration style
to reduce maintenance costs and improve efficiency of the integration solutions when sharing information, claiming
his approach makes enterprises more competitive. Xu et al.43 propose an integration framework based on web services
to exchange data amongst different applications. In their proposal, applications are endowed with a web service layer,
so that data can be either read from or written to the application, transformed by another web service and sent to a
target application. According to the authors, web services can decouple integrated applications in a secure and easy
way. The application integration focused on data exchange is also addressed by Chen,44 who introduces an integration
framework that enables connecting applications to the implementation of a business process, so that the process can
be fed with data and also produce data to the integrated applications in the expected format. In this proposal, web services also play a central role in easy communication amongst applications and follow standards in the field of systems
integration.
Beer and Hassan45 claim that current frameworks which build integration solutions based on SOA and representational state transfer (REST) web services lack security in their architecture, so that messages exchanged may have
their integrity broken. Their proposal includes a run-time component called “intelligent security engine,” which can be
attached to an integration platform to intercept and analyse messages with the purpose of detecting security threats.
Artificial neural networks are used by the proposed engine to predict security vulnerabilities during the execution of
the integration platform. Their proposal focuses on a very specific point (security) inside the run-time engine. de Souza
Cimino et al.46 propose an event-base middleware solution, which focus on the integration of Internet of Things sensors
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T A B L E 3 Comparison between academic integration platforms and i2Factory
Platform references

Integration
patterns

DSL

Ad hoc

Integration type

Includes a support tool
(IDE, Plug-in)

Asunción et al.33

No

Yes

Yes

Messaging

No

Marhaim et al.34

No

No

Yes

Record/replay engine

IDE

No

No

Yes

ESB

Graphical Tool

Yes

Yes

No

Messaging

n.a.

No

No

Yes

Publish and subscribe

No

No

Yes

n.a.

Mapping

Plugin or module

No

No

Yes

In-memory database

No

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

No

No

n.a.

Distributed Message Broker

Management Console

No

No

No

n.a.

No

No

No

Yes

Web Services

No

n.a

No

n.a

Database

No

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

n.a.

de Souza Cimino et al.

No

No

Yes

ESB

n.a.

al.47

Yes

No

Yes

Messaging

No

Yes

Yes

No

Messaging

IDE

Li et

al.35
36

Koanovic and Djuric
37

Pinho et al.

38

Kern et al.

Balko and Barros
Zheng et

39

al.40

Hanson et

al.41

Wei42
43

Xu et al.
Chen

44
45

Beer and Hassan

46

Huang et
i2Factory

Abbreviation: DSL, domain-specific languages.

and actuators with high-performance computing services. The integration workflow allows the specification of asynchronous message communication with the integrated sensors and actuators—a key feature to their proposal. The authors
claim their proposal has shown to be a feasible middleware with a good performance and low consumption of memory
and CPU. However, they register it introduces small overheard when integrating sensors and actuator from distinct networks. Huang et al.47 start introducing an architecture to be followed by integration platforms that target on supporting
integration, in contexts of large volumes of data. They provide a high-level description on an integration system they have
developed following their architectural proposal and run it in the ecosystem of a telecom company, which highly demands
data exchange and has facing challenges due to the increasing volumes of data concerned. Their integration approach
focuses on the integration of front-end and back-end systems, reason why they claim their proposal not only reduces the
complexity involved in the design of integration solutions, but it also enables the achievement of service-level agreement
at EAI when it comes to large volumes of data.
Table 3 presents a comparison on academic integration platforms proposals according to their main features and
i2Factory platform reference features, from the developers point view: whether it uses (1) Integration patterns; (2) New
or adopted existing DSL; (3) Ad hoc integration development; (4) Integration type (message-based, enterprise service bus,
publish and subscribe, mapping, in-memory database, distributed message broker, web services); (5) Provides a full integrated development environment, a plug-in for existing IDE or specific tools. We use n.a. when the integration proposal
does not present any documentation available for that feature. Although i2Factory integration platform does not belong
to the academic platforms group, for the sake of comparison between academic and i2Factory platform features, we also
included i2Factory in this table.

3

T H E G UAR ANÁ LAN G UAG E

Guaraná is a DSL that provides graphical notation in order to design platform-independent models for EAI solutions. It
is the result of a 6-year research project to provide new languages, methodologies, and tools to help integration engineers
reduce the costs involved in the design and implementation of EAI solutions. A detailed discussion of the Guaraná DSL
and an introduction on the academic integration framework to support the implementation and execution of models
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designed with Guaraná is presented by Frantz et al.24,48 In this article, we focus on the cloud-based platform to be used
in the industry to design, implement, execute, and monitor integration solutions on the Internet. In the following, we
provide an overview of the main constructors of Guaraná in order to understand our proposal, namely:
Message:

Task:

Slot:

Port:
Integration Solution:

Resource:

An abstraction of a piece of information that is exchanged amongst applications and
transformed across an integration solution. It is composed of a header, a body, and one or more
attachments. The header includes custom properties and some predefined properties: message
identifier, correlation identifier, sequence size, sequence number, return address, expiration
date, and message priority. The body holds payload data. Attachments allow messages to
carry extra pieces of data associated with the payload, for example, an image or an e-mail
message.
An implementation of an integration pattern,20 for example, split, aggregate, translate, chop,
filter, correlate, merge, resequence, replicate, dispatch, enrich, slim, promote, demote, or delay.
Roughly speaking, a task may have one or more inputs from which it receives messages rom
ports or tasks, and one or more outputs by means of which messages are delivered to other
tasks or ports. Tasks are classified as stateless or stateful, depending on whether the work that
they carry out on a particular message is independent from previous and future messages
or not.
A buffer that connects the output of a task or a port with the input of another task or port. They
support several policies to serve messages, including priority-based and first-come, first-served.
They are the key for tasks to process messages as asynchronously as possible.
An interface that abstracts the required details to interact with resources within a software
ecosystem. There are four types of ports: entry, exit, solicitor, and responder.
A workflow that aggregates a number of ports, tasks, and slots. Conceptually, it is a workflow
that routes messages read from entry ports through a process that transforms them and writes
the results to exit ports; through the workflow, additional information may be either gathered by
means of solicitor ports or delivered on-demand by responder ports.
Represents an information source or sink that usually belongs to an application, such as data
files, databases, APIs, or even user interfaces. Resources exist prior to integration solutions and
are not changed at all when they are integrated.

Table 4 shows the concrete syntax for the constructors in Guaraná. The small rounded connectors on the sides of each
task icon represent the inputs and the outputs. Slots are connected to tasks through those rounded connectors. Note that
we have included the notation we use, in order to represent resources which are being integrated. In the table, this notation
does not specify which layer (database, channel, file, API, user interface, and so forth) is being used to communicate the
integration solution to the resource. Messages do not appear in this table, because they are not part of the conceptual
model; they only exist when they flow at run-time.
We classify tasks according to their intended semantics, namely: routers, which do not change the state of the messages
they process, but route them through a whole process; modifiers, which help to add or remove data from messages, but
do not alter their schemata; and transformers, which help to transform one or more messages into a new one with a
different schema. In the appendix, Table A1 presents the routers, Table A2 presents the modifiers, and Table A3 presents
the transformers.

Notation

Concept

Notation

Concept

Task

Solicitor Port

Slot

Responder Port

Entry Port

Integration solution

Exit Port

Resource
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THE C LOUD-BASED PLATFORM

i2Factory is a cloud-based web development environment, available under a commercial license, that allows for the
design, execution, and monitoring of integration solutions in Guaraná. It is a joint effort between academy and industry
in a research project 1 to develop a disrupting tool, built on the principles of the Model-Driven Architecture—to create integration solutions on the Web at a high level of abstraction. The technology was developed by the first couple of
authors with the aid of other researches. Its original and academic name was replaced by the commercial name i2Factory
and it is currently own by investors. i2Factory has an intuitive web-based user interface, cf. Figure 1. Panel (A) provides the main modules. Panel (B) provides access to information regarding Guaraná and the features of i2Factory, which
includes detailed documentation, tutorials, sample integration solutions, and on-line support. Panel (C) provides information regarding the user who is logged in, as well as a button to change the language of the interface and an exit button.
Panel (D) presents a contextual toolbar, which lists the set of commands available in each interface. In the start interface,
this toolbar provides a single command that leads users through all main features available to design, run, and monitor
integration solutions. A help command is provided in every toolbar (except for the start interface), so that it starts a wizard that explains the current interface and helps users with the available commands. Currently, the platform provides the
following modules:
Environment:

Credentials:

Solutions:
Templates:
Connectors:

Users:
Alerts:
Configuration:

the virtual server where integration solutions run. The platform allows for the creation of two types of
servers depending on the cloud where they are going to be deployed: i2Factory Cloud, which is
supported by i2Factory cloud machines, and Customer Cloud. The latter simply requires the
installation of i2Factory server in customer’s machines. The environment provides all the required
computational resources to run integration solutions. In the server it is possible to enable debugging
support, specify hardware settings, and choose a geographic location.
a repository of authentication data which allows connectors to perform their communication protocol.
This module stores authentication data that can be used by integration solutions. A variety of
credentials are supported for interoperation with several cloud and Internet services, as well as
enterprise software services and packages, including Dropbox, Twitter, GMail, Alfresco, Salesforce,
Zoho CRM, and so forth. A wizard helps users to set up protocols and to configure credentials, so as to
facilitate integrating in as many applications as possible.
a repository of integration solutions. This module provides features to design, debug, run, and monitor
integration solutions. Users can create them by starting either with an existing template or from scratch.
a repository of reusable solutions. This module stores integration solutions or pieces of them as
reusable assets, which in turn serve as the starting point for the design of a new integration solution.
a connector implements a specific communication protocol that a port requires to interact with a
resource being integrated. This module gives access to the list of available connectors, allowing users
to purchase new connectors or to disable the ones that are no longer needed.
a set of system users to whom access to the integration platform is granted. This module allows to
manage user accounts (creation, settings, removal, and so forth).
an alert is a message containing information to the users. This module provides access to notifications
and alerts of important events raised by integration solutions.
the arrangement of complementary information regarding the user who owns and manages the server
and the solutions. This module allows to configure additional user profile details, for example,
addresses and contacts.

We focus on the solutions module because it is the core of our proposal, cf. Figure 2. Panel (A) shows the list of integration solutions available. Every column displays the name of the solution, the state (both at design time and execution
time), creation date, the user who created it, and the environment by which it is associated. The design status indicates
whether the solution is syntactically valid or not, if it has been modified and needs to be redeployed, or if it is locked
because another user is working on it. The running status indicates whether the solution is running or not. A contextual
toolbar is available in Panel (B); when the new command is clicked, Panel (C) is opened in the right side to ask users
whether they wish to design a solution from scratch or start it with a predefined template. The toolbar in this interface
also provides commands to edit, move, copy, delete, detail, start, stop, restart, and clear integration solutions.
1

i2Factory on European Commission Horizon 2020: https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/762147.
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FIGURE 1

Start interface of
i2Factory [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 2 Solutions module
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

When a new integration solution is created, or an existing one is edited, the interface shown in Figure 3 pops up
to the user. The integration solution is modeled in Panel (B) by dragging and dropping ports and tasks from Panel (A).
There is a great variety of connectors available in the icon expanded in Panel (D), for example, Dropbox, GMail, Blogger,
WordPress, HTTP, SSH, POP3, LDAP, and so forth. Connectors implement a communication protocol inside ports to
interact with different applications which are being integrated. A set of tasks is available in Panel (C). As of the time of
writing this article, i2Factory supported six router tasks (correlator, dispatcher, filter, merger, replicator, and threader),
seven modifier tasks (context-based enricher, context-based slimmer, header demoter, header promoter, set correlation
ID, set return address, and slimmer), and five transformer tasks (aggregator, assembler, chopper, splitter, and translator).
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FIGURE 3

User interface to
model integration solutions [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

The three horizontal white bars in Panel (E) open a form to set the properties (name, description, and environment) from
the integration solution. The toolbar in Panel (F) provides commands to debug, save, cut, copy, paste, delete, undo, redo,
zoom in, zoom out, scale, fit, capture image, and print the integration solution modeled in Panel (B).
In the drawing panel, software engineers use the mouse to link ports and tasks with slots in order to set up the integration flow from the modeled integration solution, cf. Figure 4. Every port and task must be configured by clicking on
them, so that contextual Panel (A) pops up on the right side of the screen to show available properties for the selected
element. The state of an integration solution changes to valid only after completing the design and the configuration of
every element; meanwhile the platform presents a warning icon on elements that have not been fully configured yet.
Users can activate debug mode for an integration solution, only by clicking on the first command (debug) in the
contextual toolbar shown in Figure 4. This toolbar changes and adapts itself to show other commands that are necessary
to control a debugging process, for example, run, step-by-step, stop, add breakpoint, or delete breakpoint. Breakpoints

FIGURE 4

An example of
integration solution modeled using
Guaraná [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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can be set to any port or task, just by selecting the element and clicking on the command. The debug mode allows the
inspection of messages that entered the solution and were either stored in slots or processed by tasks and ports. Figure 5
shows the user interface for the execution of an integration solution in debug mode. In this mode, tasks are decorated with
the number of messages that they have processed and an icon that indicates whether they have executed them properly
or not.
Ports, tasks, and slots can be inspected by users just by clicking on them. Contextual Panel (A) on the right side shows
the inspected element properties. Figure 5 shows the results of inspecting a slot; it is necessary to select one from the
stored messages in Panel (B) and then its contents are shown in Panel (C). When in debug mode, users cannot modify
the integration solution model until such mode is deactivated. This is done to preserve the model and to keep the current
running state of the integration solution.
Integration solutions can be monitored so that users can have information about their executions, including their performance, the number of incoming and outgoing messages, details on messages, event logs, and so forth. Figure 6 presents
the monitoring interface, which is opened by clicking on the detailcommand in the interface shown in Figure 2. The menu

F I G U R E 5 User interface to
debug integration solutions [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 6

User interface to monitor integration solutions [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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listed in Panel (A) has the overview option selected by default, but it also provides options to get detailed monitoring information regarding ports, message transactions, and event logs. In the interface used to overview the integration solution,
Panel (B) shows the complete model for the running integration solution; Panel (C) summarizes the types of ports used in
the integration solution; Panel (D) summarizes the types of tasks used in the integration solution; and Panel (E) provides
a real-time graph from the number of messages per second that were processed the last 12 h. In the contextual toolbar
located in Panel (F) of the monitoring interface, there are commands to edit, start, stop, and restart integration solutions.

5

C A S E ST U DY

In this section, we show Guaraná and i2Factory in action. We present a solution to a real-world integration problem:
the research outcomes management from a research unit in Portugal. A major share of scientific research in Portugal is
carried out in Research and Development Units and Associate Laboratories, which are funded and evaluated by the Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT). In 2014, there were 292 Research and Development Units and 26 Associate
Laboratories.49 Some of these are public, and they are hosted by higher education institutions, whereas others are private, nonprofit organizations. There were more than 22,000 affiliated researchers.50 Several research units are supported
directly by FCT, both at national and international levels.49
To get funding from the FCT, research units must prove their relevance by means of research results and their scientific
impact. From the perspective of management, this requires an accurate and efficient way to collect, organize, compile,
summaries, and report information that is spread across many researchers’ curricula and other national and international
scientific repositories.
The integration solution presented in this section was deployed as a pilot project in the Computer Science and Communications Research Centre (CIIC)2 of the Polytechnic Institute of Leiria (Portugal). It aims to replace the previous
human-based process that consisted of collecting, computing, and updating the research units’ production, and it was
basically performed by researchers and civil servants with the help of some office-related software tools. The integration
solution will facilitate that researchers have their list of publications up-to-date and that their participation in scientific
events shall be properly recorded; it will also help classify publications according to their ranks, and then aggregate,
summaries, and generate annual reports.
In the following section, we introduce the software ecosystem involved in the integration solution, then we present
the Guaraná DSL model for this solution and its output.

5.1

Software ecosystem

The integration solution involves four applications, namely: Researchers Registry, CIIC Web, DeGóis, and Scopus. Figure 7
abstracts the integration problem involving the applications in the software ecosystem. Researchers Registry and CIIC
Web are in-house applications and were designed without integration concerns in mind; interacting with them demands
access to their data layers. DeGóis51 and Scopus52 are external applications available on the Web; they provide REST APIs
for higher education institutions and public purpose research projects.
Researchers Registry manages a local repository that provides basic data about researchers who are associated with
a research unit. Amidst this data, there is information regarding their work contract and the URL for their curriculum
vitae in DeGóis. Data layer of this application consists of large XML documents, which are stored in a file system that can
be accessed via Dropbox.
CIIC Web is a content management application that helps publish information about a research unit on the Web; it
includes publications, projects, awards, events, partnerships, and advanced training provided by its researchers. In this
case study, the CIIC Web application was customized to the needs of this research center.
DeGóis is one of the core curricula repositories of Portuguese researchers. It was developed and is currently maintained
by the FCT. In Portugal, every researcher has to be registered in this application and fill out information about his or her
scientific publications and academic activities.
Scopus is amongst the most important international data sources of scientific research results. It belongs to Elsevier,
a publishing and analytics company who runs this data source. Scopus offers a bibliography repository that not only
2

Available at http://ciic.ipleiria.pt.
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FIGURE 7

Abstraction of the
case study integration problem

provides a search engine to find publications, but also includes citation and ranking information for articles, journals,
and conferences.
The integration solution takes a list of researcher names as input; it then collects their curricula from DeGóis and
relates the publications to quality indicators that are found in Scopus. The output consists of a set of HTML documents
that are published by CIIC Web.

5.2

Integration solution

The integration solution that we have devised is composed of nine ports to interact with applications that are being integrated in the software ecosystem, and 24 tasks to implement its integration logic. Figure 8 shows the integration solution
designed with the Guaraná DSL through the i2Factory platform. Our goal with this case study is to show i2Factory in
action to develop a solution for a real-world integration problem.
This solution involves collecting, enriching, and transforming data. Workflow starts at the entry port P1, which reads
an XML file from a shared folder in Dropbox containing a list of researchers’ names who work with the CIIC. A splitter
task T3 is used to break this list into individual messages that carry the researchers’ names. These messages are then
routed to solicitor port P2, which makes requests to DeGóis. After fetching the corresponding curricula, messages are

F I G U R E 8 Solution to the case
study integration problem [Color figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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aggregated into a single message by the aggregator task T8, which is then replicated by task T10, so that translator tasks
bound to exit ports P4–P8 build output HTML report files for each type of research activity, namely: projects, awards,
events, partnerships, and advanced training. The sixth copy of the message is then split again by task T16. This operation
creates several messages, containing each a single publication, so that Scopus is requested by HTTP REST solicitor port
P3 to check whether publications are indexed or not; in the former, citations and other quality indicators are retrieved.
Every message is aggregated back again by aggregator task T22, so that an HTML report file is generated by translator
tasks bound to exit port P9, which outputs the list of the research outcomes for the research unit that is then available on
the CIIC Web under the Research menu, cf. Figure 9.

5.3

Code generation

One of the key features of i2Factory is that it promotes a model-centric development, relieving software engineers from
the burden of dealing with rather low-level constructs provided by programming languages. The design and configuration
of the integration solution is then done at a high level of abstraction on the model and the generation of executable code
is achieved by means of model-to-text transformations. This process of code generation is supported by a set of scripts
written in MOFScript53 that, roughly speaking, scan the model, read it, and generate the corresponding Java implementation for the integration solution; not only this, but also its Ports and the internal workflow containing Tasks and Slots.
Unfortunately, these scripts are very large and verbose, which makes them not appropriate to be listed in a research
article. Thus, in this section we provide three excerpts with a simplified notation that abstracts the generation of code
for an integration solution, its ports and tasks, cf. Listings 1–3. Please refer to Frantz et al.24 for a complete discussion

FIGURE 9

Output published on CIIC Web [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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regarding transformations and code generation. In Listing 4 we provide an excerpt of the Java code generated for the case
study integration solution. Since this integration solution has several ports, tasks and slots, we have simplified the code to
show only part of it, which includes the generated code for entry port P1 and the initial four tasks - Filter (T1), Slimmer
(T2), Splitter (T3), Replicator (T4)—and their connecting slots in the integration workflow. The complete implementation of the use case integration solution has 1129 lines of code, including those lines required to configure and run the
solution, which would have to be written by a software engineer in the absence of i2Factory.
package <Package.name>;
<Import classes>
public class <Process.name> extends Process {
<Tasks declaration>
<Slots declaration>
<Ports declaration>
public <Process.name>() {
<Slots initialization>
<Ports construction>
<Tasks construction>
}
}

Listing 1: Transforming process
Integration solutions are implemented extending the Process class, cf. Listing 1. This script generates the Java code
to the whole integration solution. Those parts enclosed within angle brackets are generated by other scripts; text out of
angle brackets is assumed to be copied verbatim to the final code generated. Please note that the code generation process
is driven by all data provided by the software engineer for each element on the model in its corresponding properties
pane, such as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
<EntryPort.name> = new <EntryPort.getTypeName()>(‘‘<EntryPort.name>’’) {
@Override
public void initialize() {
generateCode(<EntryPort.name>)
}
};
addPort(<p.name>);

Listing 2: Constructing entry ports
For each type of port there is a corresponding script that transforms it into Java code. Listing 2 shows the script used
to transform entry ports. This script is executed on every entry port found in the model and it calls auxiliary scripts to
generate the implementation code for the initialize() operation. Please, note that it is in this operation that the
port creates and uses the corresponding connector to communicate with the integrated application (see generated code
in Listing 4). The last line in this script corresponds to the required code to add that port to the integration solution. The
script in Listing 3 is executed on every task found in the model and generates not only the corresponding Java code of the
task but also the required code to bind every input and output of the task to its previous and next task or port. The last
line in this script corresponds to the code required to add the task to the integration solution.
<Task.name> = new <Task.getTypeName()>(‘‘<Task.name>’’, <Task.inputs.size()>,
<Task.outputs.size()>) {
@Override
public void doWork(Exchange exchange) throws TaskExecutionException {
generateCode(<Task.name>)
}
};
<Bind input slots>
<Bind output slots>
addTask(<Task.name>);

Listing 3: Constructing tasks
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package spe.solution;
// imports were intentionally omitted to save space
public class IntegrationSolution extends Process {
protected Task[] task;
protected Slot[] slot;
protected EntryPort p1;
public IntegrationSolution() {
super(‘‘Case Study Integration Solution’’);
slot = new Slot[24];
for (int i=0; i<slot.length; i++) {
slot[i] = new Slot(‘‘Slot #’’+i);
}
p1 = new EntryPort(‘‘Entry Port P1’’) {
@Override
public void initialize() {
setInterSlot(new Slot(‘‘InterSlot’’));
Communicator com = new DropboxConnector();
com.output[0].bind(getInterSlot());
setCommunicator(com);
}
}; addPort(p1);
task = new Task[23];
task[0] = new Filter(‘‘Filter T1’’, 1, 1) {
@Override
public void doWork(Exchange exchange) throws TaskExecutionException {
Message msg = exchange.input[0].poll();
// apply filtering policy
exchange.output[0].add(msg);
}
}; task[0].input[0].bind(p1.getInterSlot()); task[0].output[0].bind(slot[0]);
addTask(task[0]);
task[1] = new Slimmer(‘‘Slimmer T2’’, 1, 1) {
@Override
public void doWork(Exchange exchange) throws TaskExecutionException {
Message msg = exchange.input[0].poll();
// slims the message
exchange.output[0].add(msg);
}
}; task[1].input[0].bind(slot[0]); task[1].output[0].bind(slot[1]);
addTask(task[1]);
task[2] = new Splitter(‘‘Splitter T3’’, 1, 1) {
@Override
public void doWork(Exchange exchange) throws TaskExecutionException {
Message msg = exchange.input[0].poll();
// splits the message into a list of output messages
for (Message outMsg : msgList) {
exchange.output[0].add(outMsg);
}
}
}; task[2].input[0].bind(slot[1]); task[2].output[0].bind(slot[2]);
addTask(task[2]);
task[3] = new Replicator(‘‘Replicator T4’’, 1, 2);
task[3].input[0].bind(slot[2]);
task[3].output[0].bind(slot[3]); task[3].output[1].bind(slot[4]);
addTask(task[3]);
}

Listing 4: Excerpt of generated Java code for the integration solution
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DEVELO PMENT EVALUATION

In this section, we report on measures and data collected that indicate the efforts on using i2Factory to develop the case
study integration solution. We do not aim to approach efficiency when it comes to the use of i2Factory, neither to compare
it with others. We think i2Factory is a viable tool to design, implement, run and monitor integration solutions according
to the times collected during this development.
The development was conducted by a software engineer who was familiar with previous versions of Guaraná and
i2Factory implemented in the case study. He was provided with a system user to get access to the integration platform
from his own computer, by using a web browser and a short introduction on the integration problem described in the
previous section. He was required to measure the following variables with a hand clock to estimate the effort involved in
the development cf. Table 5:
Time to study the integration problem:

Time to sketch the integration solution:
Time to chain building blocks:
Time to set up credentials:
Time to set up ports:
Time to set up tasks:
Time spent debugging:
Number of errors in tasks:
Number of errors in ports:
Number of chained errors:

the amount of time spent reviewing the case study, which involves studying
the applications to integrate, that is, their communications layer, their data
layers, their schemata, and so forth.
the amount of time the designer spent to devise a complete and
ready-to-implement design of an integration solution for our case study.
the amount of time spent dragging and dropping, positioning, and
connecting building blocks, without setting anything up.
the amount of time spent creating and setting up credentials for the many
applications that require authentication.
the amount of time spent setting up all the input/output ports in the solution.
the amount of time spent setting up all the tasks in the solution.
the amount of time spent debugging the solution.
the number of errors found in tasks.
the number of errors found in ports.
the number of errors that appeared when previous errors were corrected.

The time to study the integration problem is mandatory and independent from the integration technology applied. It
includes the study of data sources, data schemata, and other technology-independent analyses. The time to chain building
blocks reflects the benefit from the integration problem study performed in previous stages.
We used for our case study solution-specific credentials (e.g., Dropbox credentials) and i2Factory platform credentials.
As shown in Figure 10, the solution uses one Dropbox entry port for data entry (P1) and six Dropbox exit ports (P4-P9) for
data output. The time used to set up the credentials includes the process applied to the platform and also the connection
to Dropbox and the confirmation via web browser. i2Factory allows credentials to be reused, which helps reduce the time
spent on setting up ports and translators. The time spent on setting up Dropbox entry ports is greater than the one spent on
setting up Dropbox exits port, once the former have more parameters than the latter. In our case, despite not mandatory,
the path in the Dropbox entry port was set up so that the solution had a better performance. Regarding Dropbox exit ports,
we set up the credentials, the command to be used, and the paths to the appropriate files.
HTTP solicitor ports P2 and P3 got similar times, despite connecting to different resources even in similar settings. In
our case, the differences were set previously in Translators T5 and T18. The time taken to set up filter T1 is the time needed
to build a condition with an XPath expression builder, which is built into i2Factory. The software engineer only had to type
the filename, which helped reduce the possibility of errors. The XPath expression builder was used to configure slimmer
T2 and splitter T3. Configuring replicator T4, correlator T6, replicator T17, and correlator T20 also took little time because
they were mostly set up with default values; the only requirement was to change their names. Despite being used in similar
situations, translators T5 and T18 took different times to be set up because of the complexity of queries involved. The
times taken regarding context-based enrichers T7 and T21 are also different because there were errors when the former
was configured for the first time; we did learn from those errors, which helped us configure the second one faster. The
same applies to aggregators T8 and T22: once this kind of task is easy to set up because it only requires software engineers
to know the schemata of input messages (splitters T3 and T16), completing the task for the second time was even faster.
Translator T9 is a task designed to prepare information for future tasks. It did not take much time since configuring it
was not difficult at all; the same applies to other translators. Replicator T10 was no difficult to configure either, once it
only requires to be bound with translators in its output, and message replication is automatically done . Translators T11,
T12, T13, T14, and T15 are used to create the contents of the files that are uploaded to Dropbox, which means that they
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Measure

Time (hh:mm:ss)

Time to study the integration problem

00:44:28

Time to sketch the integration solution

00:25:09

Time to chain building blocks

00:22:07

Time to set up Dropbox credentials
∑
Time to set up ports

00:02:02
00:02:00

Entry port P1

00:00:40

Solicitor port P2

00:00:17

Solicitor port P3

00:00:11

Exit port P4

00:00:11

Exit port P5

00:00:08

Exit port P6

00:00:08

Exit port P7

00:00:08

Exit port P8

00:00:09

Exit port P9
∑
Time to set up tasks

00:00:08
04:25:33

Filter T1

00:00:40

Slimmer T2

00:00:55

Splitter T3

00:00:37

Replicator T4

00:00:01

Correlator T6

00:00:16

Context-based enricher T7

00:03:47

Aggregator T8

00:01:21

Translator T9

00:03:20

Replicator T10

00:00:21

Translator T11

01:27:45

Translator T12

00:18:34

Translator T13

00:35:19

Translator T14

00:17:46

Translator T15

01:18:16

Splitter T16

00:01:11

Replicator T17

00:00:08

Translator T18

00:08:21

Translator T19

00:01:10

Correlator T20

00:00:10

Context-based enricher T21

00:01:12

Aggregator T22

00:00:45

Translator T23

00:01:04

Time spent debugging
∑
Number of errors in tasks

00:31:51
5

Number of errors in filter

1

Number of errors in translators

2

Number of errors in context-based enrichers

2

Number of errors in the solicitor port
∑
Number of chained errors

1
2

Number of errors as a consequence of redesign

1

Number of errors as a consequence of bugs

1
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F I G U R E 10

Tasks and Ports within the
integration solution [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

have many commonalities that help reduce configuration time. However, configuring translators T1, T12, T13, and T14
was easier than configuring translator T15. Splitter T16 took longer when compared with splitter T3 because the XPath
expression builder was not yet available, and settings had to be manually set. Translator T19 is used after HTTP solicitor
port P3 to include XML namespaces required by the HTTP reply; nothing similar was used after HTTP solicitor port P2
since namespaces were not required. Translator T23 is similar to translators T11 through T15; since producing the content
from the resulting files is relatively easy and similar to previous translators, it helped shorten the configuration time.
After the engineer finished setting up the solution, it was run in debug mode and some errors were found. This fact
required us to reexamine the solution, and reset some configuration parameters to perform the redesign. Half-an-hour
later, the solution was running and the results were correct. The errors included a misspelled file name in filter T1, a
wrong connection between the correlator and the context-based enricher (which happened twice) and some errors in the
XSLT specifications used to configure all translators.

7

CO NC LU SION S

Companies are always designing new business processes or optimizing their current ones to boost their businesses. They
have typically developed in-house or purchased third-party software applications to support their business. As a result,
they have ended up with heterogeneous software ecosystems composed of applications developed by the use of different
technologies, which may run on different operating systems and have different data models. Moreover, such applications
did not use to be designed by taking integration into account. EAI focuses on providing methodologies, techniques and
tools to design, implement, and monitor EAI solutions. The integration community has been working hard on shifting
current tools from code-centric to model-centric development approaches.
In this article, we have introduced i2Factory, which is a cloud-based web development platform that allows for the
design, implementation, execution, and monitoring of integration solutions devised through Guaraná. Integration solutions can be designed by the use of a DSL, which results in platform-independent models for EAI solutions. They are the
result of a joint effort between academy and industry to help integration engineers reduce costs involved in the design
and implementation of integration solutions, by taking models to the center of the development process.
We have presented an integration solution in the context of managing research outcomes to demonstrate how our
language and our platform can be used to solve real-world problems in the industry. The i2Factory development environment was tested and proved convenient to develop, deploy, monitor, and manage integration solutions in a systematic,
cost effective, and at a high level of abstraction. Its fully web-based development environment and easy deployment of
solutions to public or private cloud infrastructures demonstrated the core features to be present in the next generation of
integration platforms. This information system integration approach was eventually evaluated by ten measures, which
empirically estimate the amount of effort involved in the development of the proposed integration solution. We consider
the times achieved in each metric during the development of the solution acceptable, even though they may be quite long
regarding the total of time to set up tasks (4 h, 25 min, and 33 s). Please note that this time was dramatically increased
by the complexity in the development of XPath transformations into translator tasks T11 and T12, and not due to the
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use of i2Factory. This time shall be reduced with software engineers more experienced with XPath. An inconvenience of
i2Factory might afflict the developer when the connector is not already available on the platform, and, therefore, must
first be developed and deployed on i2Factory for use. Note that, once this connector has been developed, it becomes available for use in other integration solutions, thus allowing a reduction in time and cost for future solutions. Panel (D) on
Figure 3 shows the actual variety of connectors available at i2Factory, which covers a wide range of integration problems.
It is desirable that an integration platform provided as a service in the cloud would be efficient in terms of resources
usage, chiefly because the cloud follows the pay-as-you-go model. For future work, we intend to optimize our cloud-based
integration platform, specifically the run-time system, which is the piece of software responsible for executing integration
solutions, in order to process more messages by consuming less computing resources. It is still a challenge when it comes
to provide software systems in the cloud - the same goes for cloud-based integration platforms.54
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APPENDIX
T A B L E A1 Router tasks

Icon

Task
Correlator

Description
Analyses inbound messages and outputs sets of correlated ones.

Merger

Merges messages from different input slots into one output slot.

Resequencer

Reorders messages into sequences with a preestablished order.

Filter

Filters out unwanted messages.

Idempotent Transfer

Removes duplicated messages.

Dispatcher

Dispatches a message to exactly one slot.

Distributor

Distributes messages to one or more slots.

Replicator

Replicates a message to all of the output slots.

Semantic Validator

Validates the semantics of a message.

Threader

Increases the number of threads to run tasks in the model.

Custom Router

Allows for routing a message according to custom semantics.

T A B L E A2 Modifier tasks
Icon

Task
Slimmer

Description
Removes contents from the body of a message according to a static policy.

Context-based Slimmer

Removes contents from the body of a base message according to a dynamic policy that is
provided by a context message.

Content Enricher

Adds static contents to the body of a message.

Context-based Content Enricher

Adds dynamic contents from a context message to the body of a base message.

Header Enricher

Adds static contents to the header of a message.

Context-based Header Enricher

Adds dynamic contents from a context message to the header of a base message.

Header Promoter

Promotes a part of the body of a message to its header.

Header Demoter

Demotes a part of the header of a message to its body.

Set Correlation ID

Sets a correlation ID value to the corresponding property in the header of a message.

Set Return Address

Sets a return address value to the corresponding property in the header of a message.

Custom Modifier

Allows to modify the header and body of a message according to custom semantics.
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T A B L E A3 Transformer tasks
Icon

Task

Description

Translator

Transforms the body of a message from one schema into another.

Splitter

Splits a message that contains repeating elements into several messages.

Aggregator

Constructs a new message from several messages produced previously by a Splitter.

Chopper

Breaks a message into two or more messages.

Assembler

Constructs a new message from two or more messages.

Cross Builder

Constructs a new message that contains the Cartesian product of all inbound messages.

Custom Transformer

Allows for transformation of a message according to custom semantics.

